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Rundown on Senatorial Race '91
By Jessica Booth
Senatorial elections are pending in
Pennsylvania, and the showdown between the candidates will soon be reaching its final and most crucial stage: the
vote. When considering this event, it is
important to remember that politics are
never simple; the boundaries between
the two parties are generally fuzzy, and
seem lately to be almost indistinguishable. Individuals may, in their opinions,
ramble all over the political map. Emblematic of this is the fact that though
Pennsylvania is traditionally Republican,
the senatorial elections generally tend be
a very close race between Republicans
and Democrats. The present candidates,
Harris Wofford (D) and DickThomberg
(R), cannot be excepted from this historical tendency. For instance, though Wofford proclaims himself Pro-Choice, he
has supported an Abortion Control Act,
which would permit facilities to perform
abortions only if they occurred within
the first trimester. He has also moved to
prohibit Medicaid funding of abortions,
a ruling which would clearly affect those
members of society who can least afford
it: poor African-American women. Dick
Thornberg, on the the Pro-Life side, has,
in his previous incarnation as governor
of Pennsylvania, come out strongly
against abortion in all except the most
extremecases (rape,incest,and ill health).
Paradoxically, he has also supported
Medicaid funding of abortions.
In other respects, however, the two fall
more clearly in line with their parties.
Harris Wofford has an impressive record of Civil Rights activism (including
marching with Martin Luther King, Jr.);
he has spoken out for the extension of
unemployment benefits; he wants to
"protect jobs, not trade"; and most recently, he has addressed the issue of
national healthcare. Forthoseof you who
don't know, as I didn't, Senators are
entitled to FREE H E ALTH CARE as long
as they remain elected officials. The irony
of this is clear— presumably, senators
have no difficulty paying the exorbinant
prices for health care, though many of
their constituents undoubtedly do. Wofford has suggested that this benefit be
eliminated until a national healthcare
system has been implemented. And, of
course, he voted not to confirm Clarence
Thomas.
Dick Thomberg's position is not quite
so clear. Since the 1970's, he has slid to
the right of the political spectrum. He is
certainly against gun control. (Interesting Fact #2: Pennsylvania has the second
largest number of members of NRA after
Texas.) He has promoted a trade treaty
with Mexico, which would complete the
North American trade alliance; the most
significant aspect of this, in terms of
domestic industry, is that it would remove almost all protective tariffs and
trade restrictions between the two countries. .Such a treaty is already in effect
between the United States and Canada.
Finally, it appears that he is not entirely
confident about the appropriateness of

unemployment benefits.
Thornberg made the greatest impression during his stint as Attorney-General
of the United States, and for many in
Washington, it was not a favorable one.
He has been accused of dragging the
collective feet of the Justice Department
during the BCCJ scandal, and protecting
the department from investigation. His
behavior during the Savings & Loan
scandal also lacked credibility, as did his
less-than-aggressivetreatmentofValdez
in the Exxon scandal. There's a recurring
theme here...
Apparently, these criticisms are not
having a large effect on Thomberg's
campaign. Somehow, though, Thornberg
has lost his significant lead of 60 points;
it is now a mere 12. It can be hoped that
this downward trend will carry through
the actual elections, so that Wofford can
continue his progressive reforms in
Congress. Besides, it's about time Pennsylvania had a Democratic Senator—the
last one was in 1962.

From left to right, Judy Porter, Chair of the Sociology Department, Niambi
Robin on, award recipient, and Mary Osirim, BMC professor, at the reception on
October 20 at Perry House.
— photo by Annick Barker

BMC Sociology major and department receive recognition
By Annick Barker
Last Sunday night, Perry House was
the setting of a joint reception in honor of
Perry House's African Art Exhibit and of
National Science Foundation Award recipient, Niambi Robinson.
For the occasion, the Perry House living room had been transformed into a
small gallery. The exhibit offered a
glimpse of a cultural form whose aesthetic value, as indicated on the curatorial notes interspersed among carved
masks, stools, and woven dyed cloths
from western and southern African countries, often has been ignored by Western
art collectors. It was also noted that such
an exhibit can not hope to capture the
cultural and symbolic context of which
many of these now isolated art forms
were normally integrated parts. The
pieces exhibited at Perry House repre-

sent a much larger collection of African who is a U.S. citizen and has demonArt that has been donated to Bryn Mawr. strated outstanding achievement in her
The other part of Sunday night's cele- discipline.
bration involved Niambi Robinson, a senNiambi's academic record is indeed
ior student of Sociology and Africana outstanding. Her contributions to the
Studies, who was awarded the National Sociology Department have not been
Science Foundation's Incentives for Ex- limited to academic achievements, howcellence Award. The N.S.F. is a major ever. In addition, she participated in a
hinder of research in the social and fact finding trip to Mississippi; interned
physical sciences. The foundation also with a community organization in
awards fellowships to undergraduate HolmesCounty, Mississippi; and assisted
and graduate students. PatriceGammon, Sociology professor Mary Osirim with
a Sociology major who graduated from ■ her field work in Zimbabwe. Currently,
Bryn Mawr last May, won an N.S.F. Mi- Niambi is the Sociology Department's
nority Fellowship which provides a sti- senior major representative. Aside from
pend and a full renewable scholarship her work within the Sociology Departfor the first year of graduate education. ment, Niambi has been very involved in
As a result of Patrice's award, the Sociol- the implementation of Bryn Mawr's new
ogy Department was given the Incen- Africana Studies program. Her plans for
tives for Excellence A ward, a $1000 schol- the future include graduate work school,
arship for graduate study. The scholar- but like any good senior, she is keeping
ship is to be a warded to a student of color the details (and if there are any) to herself.

Visits to Israel entwine personal with political
By Miriam Cope
Over the course of this past month,
there has been increasing awareness of
the state of affairs in the mid-east, particularly with Israel. Some may say that
this tension arose when Israel requested
loan guarantees from the U.S. On the
other hand, the Gulf War created new
problems because it placed Israel in a
precarious position: to retaliate when it
suffered bombing attacks, or to abide by
the United States' wishes for it to "Keep
out. Please." My acquaintance with mideast affairs began with my first visit there,
but the unravelling of the political situation has been an ongoing process for me
since then.
In 19821 was in fourth grade and was
taken through practically every nuance
of the land. North to south, east to west,
constantly eating constantly stopping to
watch sunsets. On this trip I basically
inhaled the culture without letting go.

The south however proved to be my first
encounter with the recent past history
still haunting Israeli citizens. In the 1978
peace conference between Anwar Sadat,
Menachem Begin, and President Carter,
Israel agreed to return the Sinai in exchange for peace with Egypt. I visited
Yamit, a small town in the Sinai. I understood then that these people had to leave
their homes which were going to be
destroyed within a few months, and the
land would once again belong to Egypt.
I did not understand the greater Israeli
anger and resentment.
I went back to Israel in 1986 for my sister's wedding. She currently lives in
Judean Shomron area, or the West Bank.
This brought the whole Palestinian-Arab
conflict closer to home. But even then I
never knew the ins and outs of life in
Israel. That you travel in groups, carry a
gun, and always watch your back.
During the Gaza Strip uprisings in
1987, I attended a conference on Ethio-

pian Jewry in Ashkelon. Ashkelon is a
city just outside of Tel-Aviv, which was
about 20 kilometers from Gaza. I did not
feel any repercussions of the fights even
though I was no more than 25 minutes
away. Life in Israel continued and I
learned then that only the rest of the
world stopped to look.
My latest encounter with the land
proved to be the most eventful. On my
way to Jerusalem from Tekoa, a city in
the west bank, my car got stoned. I am
not referring to stones that one finds at a
beach. A stonein Israel isone half the size
of a brick, and a bit weightier than one as
well. I had been travelling with my family and immediately we reported it to
one of the soldiers' posts. No measures
could be taken unless somehow we had
been able to catch the person. On the way
back to Tekoa, we were driving through
Bethlehem when we felt these heavy
poundings coming from the roof of the
See Israel on page 4
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Rock party hosts offer response
To the members of the Bryn Mawr
Community:
On Friday, September 20th we threw a
party in Rockefeller dorm from ten until
two. The sole purpose of this event was
to liven up the social life at Bryn Mawr.
However, there have been several recent
developments as a result of this party
that have conflicted with this goal.
First, let us emphasize that we have
held three similar parties in Rock in the
past, with no problems whatsoever. This
year, however, certain people were not
satisfied with thecleanup after the party.
We realize that we might not ha vecteaned
the floor as well as Housekeeping could
have, but we must stress that we did
spend two-and-a-half hours cleaning the
living room. In addition, each year the
supply closet has been left open so that
we had ample supplies to clean the floor.
This was not the case this year, however,
and as a result we had to use a mop that
was not satisfactory. However, we did
clean the floors and allowed them to dry
completely before laying the rugs. Nevertheless, we would like to apologize for
the state in which the living room was
left.
However, we are very frustrated at the
way in which those members of the community who were not satisfied with the
results of our cleanup chose to deal with
the matter. First, we were not notified
that the dorm residents were upset until
two days later. If someone had called us
the next day, we would have been happy
to come and clean the living room.
However, we were not given any indication that the living room needed cleaning until after Housekeeping had already
cleaned it.
Furthermore, the matter was brought
before SGA before anyone notified us
that there was a problem with the living
room.
We feel that the failure of anyone to
confront us immediately after the party
is a blatant violation of the Honor Code.
Instead of working together to improve
the problem, this lack of communication
has created a situation which threatens

to affect the entire future of Bryn Mawr's
Party Policy. We feel that this could have
been avoided if those who were not satisfied had confronted us in the beginning. If anyone still has questions or
problems with the party, we sincerely
encourage him or her to contact us. We
are hoping to improve the lines of communication as a result of this letter.
Eve Bonn '92
Manjula Dias '92
Jodie Raney '92
Heidi Reinholdt'92
Tanya Stavisky '92

Spit 3 or
Just thought you'd
be interested
By Nadine AUaf
While leafing through a pamphlet published by the Immigration and Naturalization Service on the United States' immigration laws(c.l989), I came upon a
very surprising stipulation. In the pamphlet, there is a list of "Problems" that
can disqualify a person's eligibility to
enter the United States at all. Along with
people who have tested HIV positive,
and convicted criminals, the following
problem was also listed:
"4. You are mentally ill or homosexual."
Just thought you would be interested.
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"Are you getting enough sleep?"
"Are you dressing warm enough, dear?"
"I called last night and you weren't home, where were you anyway?"
"You would look so nice if only you would..."
"You are going to graduate, aren't you?"
"You can make the rules when you pay the bills."
Does any of this sound familiar? Maybe it does. Maybe it doesn't. We would
like to know. We're putting together an anthology about mothers and other
women who have had an important part in the lives of members of the Bryn
Mawr community.
We are looking for submissions from Bryn Mawr students, faculty and staff:
Short stories, poems, interviews, family trees, recipes and/or drawings. Whatever you want to share. We want honest submissions about (or even by) women
who have had an significant influence on your life. We want pieces that touch on
the good and the bad things about your relationship. Anonymous articles are
welcome.
The deadline for submissions is December 4th. It would be great if your
entry is on a Mac disc (well return them immediately), but it is not necessary.
Please direct any submissions or questions to:
Kelly Farrelly
C-603, x5574
Grace Kim
C-671, x7719
We also need people who are interested in putting together a desk top publication. No experience necessary.

The Angriest Editor in
the World

THE COLLEGE NEWS
Editors

October 24,1991

Smita Lahiri
Elizabeth Foley, Kyong Yun
Vicky Maxon
Nadine Allaf, Laura Brower,
Abigail Evans, Kelly Farrelly,
Elizabeth Foley, Margot
Groves, Anu Jain, Smita Lahiri,
Alison Macdonald, Gidian
Mellk, Ayesha Qurnain,
Melanie Sonnenbom, Ellen
Sweeney, Kyong Yun.
Lena Kopelow (Editor)
Amy Cavalier, Sofya Hatten,
Aude Soichet
Thea Gray
Smissie and Jeta

Our next deadline is Friday, Nov. 1. Letters and articles, should be left in
front of our Denbigh office or put in our mailbox cl716 by 5:00pm. All
submissions should be on a Mac disk. We will accept articles ttmtten by
women and letters from men. All opinions expressed in articles and letters
are those of the authors only and are not representative of the opinions of
the Ed board.
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE: The College New» it a feminist
newsjournal which serves as a source of information and
self-expression for the Bryn Mawr community. Recognizing that
feminism is a collective process, we attempt to explore issues of
interest to all women, both as members of this college and of the
larger world community. Through this continuing dialogue, we
seek to promote communication and understanding and to foster
self-confidence and independence in expression.

Forty-eight to fifty-two: that's a pretty slim margin to win by. Justice Thomas. Below
is a list of the fifty-two dorks (read: FUCKERS) who, after listening to Anita Hill give
a testimony the likes of which would have brought any senator stumbling to his
ethically barren knees, chalked the experience up to a novel exercise in political
oratory and gave Clarence Thomas the wink of solidarity that would make him
Supreme Court Justice and protect them from uppity female staffers. If you were as
IRATE as I was Tuesday night, please check to see if your beloved senator (all you
Democrats: eleven of those slimeballs voluntarily voted for him. Kudos to Ted
Kennedy, but hey, we know you were walking on thin ice...) is on this hit list and by
all means write or call him. He ought to know Big Sister is watching and she doesn't
like what she sees. As for Nancy Kassebaum, well she is a puzzle isn't she... Those of
you who are Kansas residents might consider dropping her a line to remind her that
she is NOT a middle aged homy white man.
— Annick Barker
Alabama: Shelby (D)
Alaska: Murkowski (R); Stevens(R)
Arizona: DeConcini(R); McCain( R)
Arkansas: Both senators voted no
California: SeymouKR)
Colorado: Brown (R)
Connecticut: Both senators voted no
Delaware: Roth(R)
Florida: Mack (R)
Georgia: Fowler (D); Nunn(D)
Hawaii: Both senators voted no
Idaho: Craig (R); Symms (R)
Illinois: Dixon (D)
Indiana: Coats (R); Lugar (R)
Iowa: Grassley (R)
Kansas: Dole (R); Kassebaum (R)
Kentucky: McConnell (R)
Louisiana: Breaux (D); Johnston (D)
Maine: Cohen (R)
Maryland: Both senators voted no
Massachusetts:Both senators voted no
Michigan: Both senators voted no
Minnesota: Durenberger (R)
Mississippi: Cochran (R); Lott (R)
Missouri: Bond (R); Danforth (R)

Montana: Bums (R)
Nebraska: Exon (D)
Nevada: Both senators voted no
New Hampshire: Rudman (RSmith (R)
New Jersey: Both senators voted no
New Mexico: Domenici (R)
New York: DAmato (R)
North Carolina: Helms (R)
North Dakota: Both senators voted no
Ohio: Both senators voted no
Oklahoma: Boren (D); Nickles (R)
Oregon: Hatfield (R)
Pennsylvania: Specter (R)
Rhode Island: Chafee (R)
S. Carolina:Hollings(D);Thurmond(R)
South Dakota: Pressler (R)
Tennessee: Both senators voted no
Texas: Gramm (R)
Utah: Garn (R); Hatch (R)
Vermont: Both senators voted no
Virginia: Robb (D); Warner (R)
Washington: Gorton (R)
West Virginia: Both senators voted no
Wisconsin: Kasten (R)
Wyoming: Simpson (R); Wallop (R)

Students revisit diversity requirement draft
By Alison Macdonald

sumptions."
The requirement itself consists of two
A group of Bryn Mawr students is classes, one comparing two or three ethnic
working to implement a diversity re- groups within the United States, the other
quirement for the undergraduate col- studying in depth a non-western country
lege. The proposed requirement is still or area.
in draft form; the current
Opposition
comes
draft reads, in part:
largely from departments who
(From the preamble)
are scared they will lose money
"Therefore, we, the stuif the requirement goes into efdents of the Ad-Hoc Stufect. Other faculty and students,
dent Committee on curricuwho otherwise support the
lar diversity, believe that
requirement, are concerned
Bryn Mawr College should
about the first part of it. The
institute the following reultimate goal is to have three
quirement.
different groups examined in
"This
requirement
one class, and several profeswould not increase the
sors are worried that they
number of courses a stuwould have to dilute their
dent is already required to take, but materials in order to cover all three.
could instead be included in courses
The issue of how to incorporate divertaken to fulfill divisional requirements, sity into the curriculum is a crucial one. The
or taken for a student's major.
student committee plans on meeting
"The courses of the diversity require- weekly in the campus center at ten p.m.
ment are intended to elucidate issues Wednesdays. Anyone interested in workof race, cultural heritage, ethnicity and ing on the requirement should attend these
their influences upon our cultural as- meetings.
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Mawrtyrs coming to terms
with multiple security threats
By Laun Brower
Just because Bryn Ma wr is on the Main
Line does not imply that we are devoid of
problems concerning safety, as we are all
well aware. The recent robberies at
Haverford and other events have heightened a sense of awareness (hence, this
article for example) that seem quite gratifying to Steven Heath, devoted head of
BMC Public Safety Department.
He probably has reason to be satisfied
with what has been accomplished at Bryn
Mawr. Service offered has been dramatically improved over the past f ewyears. It
is no surprise to anyone that the incidence of crime on campus is quite low,
but it is a fact that during the winter and
spring breaks of 1990 no burglaries were
committed at BMC (for first time in 19
years) while at Haverford there were
several. Mr. Heath truly feels that this
can be explained by an increase in concern over safety. Student participation is
especially vital. Our dorm safety representatives, who come together under the
name of COPS (Committee of Public
Safety), have already been particularly
activeand an aid to the administration in
resolving problems in a perfectly harmonious way.
But are all problems perfectly remedied? Far from it, as our Erdmanites
would immediately tell us. A room in the
basement of Erdman was burglarized on
October 2nd. A week later, a man, who
had previously come on campus with
"malicious intentions," was arrested in
front of Denbigh.In addition, at the moment, the department is more concerned

with harassing phone calls. Unfortunately, the technology necessary to the
campus to trace phone calls is not available and the classic modes of investigation, such as line identification, are the
methods employed. On campus, some
women have received phone calls from
an individual who calls herself Maryann
or Stephanie. At first, she seems to be
trying to reach out. She feels her sexual
emotions appear directed towards
women and is disoriented, needs help.
She appeals to your sensitivity, but she
is, in fact, displaying malicious curiosity.
She has borrowed a line of harassment
that men traditionally employ. No matter what type of harassment phone calls
you might be receiving (it may be from
an immature fraternity pledge or a heavy
breathing slob), they are aggressive intrusions, and should be treated as such.
The clever reaction is simply to hang up
and think of Mr. Heath's special request:
"PLEASE REPORT!"
The amount of concern students show
for their safety is vital in preventingcrime:
a point that one cannot stress enough.
While preceding years have shown an
improvement of safety on campus, much
work is left to be accomplished. A few
days after the Erdman burglary, Mr.
Heath happened to be innocently wandering around the outside of the dorm
examining lights. He could easily have
been mistaken for an ill-intentioned intruder (and in fact was), but not a single
Erdmanite thought of calling Public
Safety. Some friendly women just waved;
others, slightly more panicked, pulled
see Public Safety on page 4

Two for tea, tea for many
By Juli Parrish and Pamela Silvestri,
Traditions Mistresses
"Welcome, welcome, we're so glad
you're here,
It starts off like this every year.
There's so much for you to do and see.
Will you take lemon in your tea?"
— from Class of 1954
Welcome Song
Tea season has officially begun. Lantern Night teas, generally held throughout the first semester of each year, are the
third through fiftieth-plus traditional
ways upperclasswomen welcome new
Mawrters (Parade Night and Lantern
Night being first and second).
Below, please find a list of all dry
Lantern Night teas. The 26-plus wet teas
are advertised via invitation.
Date

Tea

Time

Location

Oct 18: Smut-tea 8:00-lft00pm Pern East
Oct. 19: Africanitea 9:00-2:00am Pern West
Jewish Matemitca 8:0O-12:OOam Pern West
Oct. 24: Molecularitea 9:00pm Pem East LR
Oct. 25: As the Lights Go Down 9:00-11:00pm

(Duran Duran Tea) Radnor
Schizophrenitea 9:00-2:00am Brecon LR
Oct. 26: Mortalitea 9:00-1:00am Merion LR
Oct. 29: Brevitea 9:00-9:12pm Pem East LR
Nov. 1: Sensualitea 8:00 pm Pem East LR
Dry Halloween Tea 830-1030pm Erdman
LR
Goddess of the Nine-teas 10:00-2:00am
Denbigh LR
Nov. 2: Chocolatea & Teal 8:00 pm
Denbigh BS
Sweatea 9:30-2:00am Rock LR
Nov. 3: Sportea 3:00 pm Pem East LR
Un Vrai Th« 2:00-4:00pm Rock "salon"
Nov.7: British Cometea8:00pmPem East LR
Nov.8: Anonymity 8:00 pm
Pem West
Teanage MutantNinjaTurtles8 00pm-l2:00
Pem East
Nov.9: Tea-2
830pm
TBA
Time for Tea
930pm
Pem East
Nov.14: Hilaritea 7:00 pm
Denbigh
Nov.16: Internationalitea 9:00pm Merion
Nov.22: Iniquit-tea 6:00-10:00pm "Betty
Suelniquitea"
Nov. 23 Anachronism Tea 830 pm
Erdman BS
Quince-Tea 9:00 pm Pem East TV
Dec. 7: Travistea 830 pm Pem East TV
Other: Ten Forward Tea TBA TBA

Anita Hill's tragedy: Capitol Hill's travesty
By Ellen Sweeney
I feel as if I am trapped in a nightmare
from which there will be no release, no
waking-up to see the sunlight fall on the
stones of Thomas Great Hall and the
relief that would calm my soul, the
knowledge that it was all a bad dream.
My nightmare started out as a cruel,
cynical joke when President Bush nominated Judge Clarence Thomas to replace
Justice Thurgood Marshall as the next
Supreme Court Justice. Bush had been
saying for ages that he was against affirmative action because it oppresses that
long-suffering group, white men. The
workplace is being overrun by women
and minorities, says Bush, and we have
to protect white men from the discrimination in the workplace that comes about
because of affirmative action. A person
should not be hired because of the color
of his skin or because of his sex, says
Bush, because it's UN-AMERICAN.
Yeah, right, George, you are where you
are today because of your skin color, sex,
plus political connections and money.
After having made statements like this
in the face of overwhelming facts proving that the American workplace is far

BLUESTOCKING by SonaChong WHY Jti&HUi££ f6fV*f-P ACAU
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rue HotiTtti'i uForh-fc Hwfis in mc
(ffSCTf/lMtii or burl

chor him as a justice of the Supreme
Court.
None of this appeared to matter to the
Senate Judiciary Committee. They practically confirmed him on the spot. All
seemed well until some blessed person
leaked the information that a woman
accused Clarence Thomas of sexual harassment. As it turned out, the Senate
Judiciary Committee had known about
the FBI report but did not think it serious
enough for them to take any action concerning the file. It took a huge outcry of
protest from women across the country
to get the Senate to put off the vote to
confirm Thomas and for the Senate Judiciary Committee to have a hearing on
Professor Anita Hill's accusations of
sexual harassment.
In terms of background, Professor
Hill seemed to match JudgeThomas point
for point as a self-made African-American woman who had pulled herself up
from poverty in rural Oklahoma to get
her law degree from Yale and become a
specialist in commercial law at the University of Oklahoma. During the hearings, one could not helpbut be impressed
by her courage and her demeanor when
testifying before the Senate Judiciary

from equitable in regards to women and
minorities, Bush pulls off a breathtakingly cynical move and selects Clarence
Thomas as his nominee to the Supreme
Court. So what if Thomas is unqualified;
that he has no level of intimacy with legal
issues facing the Supreme Court; that he
has never tried an important case; that
the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission under Thomas was notorious for its stalling on complaints of discrimination in the workplace; that he
spent his term as chairman of the EEOC
making one hundred-fifty speeches on
the dinner circuit setting forth his political ideology; that he has only been on the
Federal bench for eighteen months and
has not ruled on a case of any social
significance that could indicate how he
would rule on the Supreme court. None
of this seemed to matter, however, during the confirmation hearings. Thomas
tried to give the impression of a man
who had abandoned the belief system
that had taken forty-three years to form.
He argued that since joining the bench,
he has forced himself to strip ideologically. It gave one cause to wonder, if he
actually had given up his foundation of
beliefs, would there be anything to an-
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Committee. I have no doubt in my mind
that she is telling the truth. No one could
be so specific about events if they had not
happened. Professor Hill did not fantasize the whole scenario, as Arlen Specter
would like us to believe. On the contrary.
Professor Hill seemed very believable,
very human. No, she did not quit her job
when the harassment began, and she
also kept in contact with Thomas after
she left her job at the EEOC. Hill knew
when she took the job at the Department
of Education that Washington is a world
unto itself and she would have to learn
how to psychologically isolate herself
from certain aspects of the power game.
To beblunt, Washington is a man's world
played by certain rules, and respect for
women is not one of them. A woman
who does not suck up to and put up with
her male superiors is not considered part
of the team. A woman who will speak
out about sexual harassment would more
likely be villified for doing so be praised.
Having adoring women around oneself
all the time are aspects of power for men
and a woman who dares to stand up
against this sort of behavior will not
change anything but will simply be
forced out of the game. Hill left Washington far behind her in 1983 when she left
the EEOC, but knowing that Thomas
was on his way up, she thought it wise to
keep in contact with him. A tough, pragmatic woman, Hill knew that in Washington the situation does not get much
better and its best to get from it the most
one can.
When the harassment occurred ten
years ago, attitudes towards sexual harassment were far more apathetic than
they are now. Hill knew that, if she addressed Thomas' sexual harassment,
nothing would probably be done and her
,
^llft Anita Hill on page 5
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Heterosexuality on the couch: explaining the assumed
By Vicky Maxon

Israel
cont. from page 1
car. One of the passengers in the car got
out and saw a man on the roof of this
church clutching a stone, ready to throw
it. So we drove to a soldiers' station and
a couple of them came back to the block
of this church. We identified the man,
who for some reason opted to hang
around, and he was arrested. This situation highlights my greatest involvements with the unrest in Israel.
My involvement with the Mid East
crisis is on a very personal level as you
have just read. However, it is also one
that has evolved over a number years. I
think that we sometimes overlook the
past events which have led up to a current situation and are too eager to form
an opinion. That taking a step back and
examining the situation is in order. Being
aware is easy. But ask yourself, why did
Israel ask for the loan guarantees?

Nancy Chodorow, author of The Reproduction of Mothering and Feminism
and Psychoanalytic Theory, gave a paper
entitled "Heterosexuality as a Compromise Formation: Reflections on the Psychoanalytic Theory of Sexual Development" to a full crowd in Marshall Auditorium Friday, October 18. Originally
scheduled in Chase 104, the site was
changed to Stokes lecture hall, which
soon became full to the point of overflowing, so the large mixture of students
and professional people were given an
informal tour through Haverford's campus on the way to the final destination.
The visit by the professor of Sociology
atthe University of California at Berkeley
was made possible by funds from the
Feminist and Gender Studies Concentration, Phillips Fund and Dean's Office,
Haverford College; the Women's Studies Faculty Fund, Bryn Mawr College;
the Women's Studies Program and the
Sager Fund, Swarthmore College; and
the Philadelphia Society for Psychoanalytic Psychology.
Chodorow wanted first to make clear
her belief that there is more to gender
than sexuality. She said she wants to
move away from the notion of many
theorists, that "women are the appendages of their libido," and that the paper
she would read resulted from her "horror at the non-reflective thought of psychoanalysts that homosexuality is a
symptom" and is influenced by her respect for those pursuing lesbian and gay
studies.
She began by outlining her two basic
premises: first, that heterosexuality is too
often assumed, and so its "origins and
vicisitudes" are nowhere given a devel-

Searching for new homes in
the aftermath of Gulf War
ByNadineAllaf
On August 2,1990, Iraq invaded oilrich Kuwait. The world was in an uproar.
The media focused on the event throughoutthe "crisis," even the American media
whose focus generally tends to be more
domestic. Security officials got the chance
to use the fancy names they have invented for their units, such as Britain's
"Desert Rats." Other security officials
got the chance to dream some up, the
prime example being the United States'
"Desert Shield" and the more catchy
"Desert Storm." Scud and Patriot missiles became part of one's daily vocabulary. Yet, rarely did the media focus on
Kuwait and Iraq's residents; especially
Arab expatriate residents of Kuwait. To
the media, the only problem left in the
Middle East is Iraq's nuclear weapon
capabilities and Kuwait's oil-well fires.
These Arab expatriates generally left
their homelands at a young age. They
came to Kuwait to seek their fortune and
make a career. Most of their countries
were or, if not, became torn with problems—either economic or political. Prime
examples are Palestine— which in many
people's eyes has ceased to exist, though
its people still do— Lebanon, Syria, and
Egypt. The Palestinian situation is too
infamous to be expounded upon, but its
people need a place to live and work;
Kuwait was a very attractive and viable
option. The Lebanese war has been
waging since 1972. Syria has an autocratic political system, plus severe economic problems (for example, toilet paper
is not available in the country). Egypt has
few jobs relative to the size of its population.
They built homes for themselves, as
well as families. Most of their children
have lived nowhere but Kuwait. The
majority of these children grew up in
Kuwait,if nrt bprrjthere.KuAyVtUhPme..
All of a sudden their home is invaded.

and everybody is telling them to go home.
No country makes visa and immigration
provisions for their situation. They are
told that they can just go home.
Because of all the problems of where to
live, a lot of these families were fragmented. The father and/or mother went
to a certain country to work. The children cannot come along either because
of visa problems or because that country
does not have adequate schools.
Schools were a major problem. Students educated in the Kuwaiti public
school system who tried to adjust to the
Lebanese public school system could not;
they found it too different and difficult.
So the parents had to find a place to put
their children in school. Some children
stayed with their mother while the father
went away to work. Other children just
stayed with their parents without attending school. Others were left with relatives, friends, or alone under the elder
siblings supervision. To be left alone
without one's parents and to be exposed
to all the things Kuwait had forbidden is
a temptation. Many of these children
have begun cutting school, fighting, and
dabbling with alcohol and drugs among
other things.
Plus, parents were out of work for a
considerable amount of time. What with
the flood of people out of Kuwait into
neighboring countries, jobs are hard to
find. So these families cannot live at the
same standard, and they cannot pursue
their educational careers as far as they
want to.
The Gulf War and Invasion are not
over and life is not normal again, not for
the Arab expatriates whose home was
Kuwait.

opmental account as detailed as those of
homosexuality; and second, what psychoanalysis of heterosexuality does exist
is "empty, general theory that almost
implies that heterosexuality is not different from homosexuality." (Chodorow
finds it difficult to distinguish between
either orientation when looking at criteria such as mental health or stability.)
Citing several theorists throughout the
paper, she pointed out that descriptions
of "homosexual perversions" usually
refer to people very aware of their sexuality, while descriptions of heterosexuality are always "more than a matter of
orgasmic satisfaction;" and are couched
in wishy-washy terms such as 'falling in
love.'
Chodorow accordingly wants more
discussion and attention toward the
sexuality of "the garden variety heterosexual," which cannot be found in psychoanalytic theory "even though it might
be meaningful to its participants!" And
she wants more exploration and description of lesbians' and gays' rights of "falling in love." There are too many assumptions, biological and otherwise,
about both orientations (which are themselves generic headings for the infinite
variation of Chodorow's watchword,
"individual variety"): homosexuals will
engage in sex with anyone of the same
orientation who is near, longing only for
satisfaction, while heterosexuals are
particular about who their partners are;
descriptions of homosexuality list what
went wrong to produce various perversions, though one is hard-pressed to find
concrete information on what needs to
go right in order to be healthy and heterosexual; language used to describe sexuality in general, is couched in subjective
terms that privilege heterosexuality and
thephallus: the man's penis, the woman's
"organ;" the same language describes
"perverts wanting to dethrone God the
Father" and love between a heterosexual
couple as "a religion of two."
But the realities of love-object choice
for all sexualities are much more complicated than sexual satisfaction, according

to Chodorow. When studying a patient
and/or her choices, one must take into
account the cultural, and developmental
stories that shape us. In reality, those
choices, whether the subject be hetero- or
homosexual, have psychological and
very personal reasons determined by the
subject's background and experiences.
It is probably more likely that a person be
"tall blond wasposexual" or "short, curlyhaired Zaftigosexual" than that they
match any arbitrary labels psychoanalysts dream of.
Theorists would probably be more
accurate if they tried not to name all the
varied sexualities. According to several
clinical examples in documentation cited
byChodorow, "normal" heterosexuality
has all the criteria for health as all other
sexualities, homo- or otherwise. She
concludes that "logically or experientially, there is no way to characterize
homo- or heterosexuality as perverse or
healthy;" they are both either one or the
other. One could attempt to delineate
unhealthy sexuality as that which characterizes obsession, addiction, or some
compulsion upon the part of the participants to continue, but not much would
be left of sexuality itself but boredom.
(And, within this frameof reference, how
would we explain Heathcliffe and Catherine, Tristan and Isolde, or any other
couples in "classic" literature?)
It is safe to say that aspects of addiction
and compulsion may be a normal part of
everyone's sexuality, and that "whatever the theoretical approach, sexuality
must be explained case by case;" it is not
possible to find out why any person
chooses a part ner of the same or different
sex. Chodorow believes that one cannot
distinguish or differentiate, psychologically or morally, between people who
take their places upon a sexual continuum. She does not argue for "total relativism," but for further examination of
sexuality, this time beginning with no
assumptions, and treating all as "interesting and worth further study in all of
its forms."

BLUE STOCKING

by Sona Chong

PllbliC Safetycont. from page 3

the shades down and turned the lights
off. Public Safety officers would willingly be called to the scene of a crimethat-ended-up-to-be-nothing-at-all a
hundred times if they can prevent a crime
only once. Heath remembers a case he
was involved in when working at Penn,
where a rape could easily have been
prevented. In October of 1979, a strange
man was spotted in a shower stall at the
Quad. The student giggled and walked
away. A few hours later, a women was
The author has lived in Kuwait all her life up raped by that same man, a pair of scissors
until the invasion.. The information in the held to her throat. The rapist was ararticle was gathered from what she has seen rested later on that week, but it was too
, and. what her friends, acquaintances, and. late for that victim. Theobjective of Bryn
herself have been through.
Mawr Public Safety is not just to arrest

offenders, but to prevent Mawrters from
being victimized. The emergency number is 7300— the ball is on our side. Of
course, that doesn't imply that the phone
officers are enjoying their newspapers,
enjoying a sip of Coke, while waiting for
our phone calls. Students will soon be
coming to the dormitories to discuss
"Operation Identification", which would
involve conspicuous engraving and recording of all valuable objects. This would
dissuade burglaries and also permit reappropriation of all stolen objects once
they are recovered.
But, the point is, if you feel concerned
or worried, visit your safety reps.
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Anita Hill's Tragedy continued from page three
bringing the harassment to light could
severely damage her career. One problem that a woman faces when she brings
forth an allegation of sexual harassment,
in a case like Anita Hill's, is that it is
basically a she-said, he-said situation.
As one can see from the overwhelming
support of Thomas and
the hatred towards Hill
since the hearing, a
woman who brings a
charge of sexual harassment will put herself in
an extremely uncomfortable position; she
will immediately become the enemy, a liar,
a woman scorned, a
person with serious
mental problems. Can
anyone blame Hill for
not having come forward sooner? As more
women enter the
workplace, the traditional male bastions
are being knocked down, albeit one stone
at a time. Having controlled and populated every conceivable field for centuries, men have not willingly accepted the
idea of women as co-workers, or, God
forbid, as superiors. One of the best ways
of making sure that your female coworkers feels uncomfortable on the job is
to dehumanize her by making lewd comments or by touching her. Even if it only
happens once, the woman will feel under siege after that one incident. When
an incident of sexual harassment occurs,
the woman is stripped of the status her
job gives her, her intelligence, and the inherent dignity within each human being
and is told that she is just a fuck.
Generally a woman will blame herself
for being sexually harassed. What did I
do to lead him on? How did I get myself
into this situation? As a result, very few
cases of sexual harassment are reported.
Thus, the unacknowledged war against
women in the workplace continues, a
war which women are trying to win
against an enemy that has all the power,
all the weapons on their side. The more
you think about the situation, the more
you have to admire Anita Hill for standing up, alone, against the power of the
Presidency, the Congress and the whole
white male power structure in America.
At the same time the treatment that she
received from the Senate Judiciary
Committee saddens and disgusts me.
From the first moment that the FBI
report containing Anita H ill's allegations
fell into their hands, the Senate Judiciary
Committee were guilty of not only "getting it wrong" but of not "getting" the
situation at all. They looked at Professor
Hill's accusations against Judge Thomas
and promptly returned them to the circular bin. It took someone to leak the information to the press for there to be the
huge public outcry which forced the
Senate Judiciary Committee to hear Professor Hill's accusations of sexual harassment by Judge Thomas. As soon as
the hearings began, however, it became
obvious that it was Anita Hill who was
suspect, who was on trial, and not Clarence Thomas. Arlen Specter was in a
class by himself by accusing Anita Hill of
being mentally deranged, of having fantasized the whole situation. Orrin Hatch
was beyond ridiculous when he began
waving around a copy of "The Exorcist",
saying that Professor Hill took part of her
testimony from the book. The Democrats
let Hatch and Specter run the show because so many of them have ethics problems of their own. For instance, Ted
Kennedy kept a low profile lest anyone
mention Chappaquiddickor Palm Beach.
I wished Dennis DeConcini had, because
his declaration of solidarity with Judge
Thomas, of them both being unjustly
accused of wrongdoing, was a bit much
coming from a member of the Keating
Five. Yet it was Judge Thomas' performance that was the most nuu6ea,tingj < ( t
.jm'limj)M"

Thomas reversed
d himself frornthe
image of a man who had divorced himself from the bondage of traditional African-American ideology to succeed in a
white man's world by hard work to a
man who was the center of a conspiracy
to lynch him. Of course, this statement

disregarded to the fact that the woman
who brought the charge against him is an
African-American from a background
strikingly similar to his own. Thomas sat
quietly rocking back and forth during
the hearings, looking as if he was about
to explode. He played the victim through-

h-nr:

outtheorocee
out
the proceedings and it was the power
of this performance that sealed his confirmation. Again, it was a case of style
over substance.
Thomas was confirmed by three votes.
I do not know what all of this means
for America. Will it
be forgotten
with tomorrow's headlines or will
ithaveaneffect on the
relations between men
and women
in
the
workplace?
If there is an
effect, will it
be positive
or negative?
Will women look at Anita Hill and want
to join her in voicing their accounts of
sexual harassment in an effort to end its
pervasiveness in the workplace? Or will
they look at the way in which she was
treated by the Senate Judiciary Committee and at the confirmation of Thomas to

the Supreme Court and decide that it
would be safer to keep their mouths shut.
In the larger picture, I do not know what
this all means for the rest of the American
public in relation to how they view the
branches of government. We have a
president who values short term political gain over making a valuable contribution to the Supreme Court by nominatinga lawyer withadistinguished legal
background. Reagan and Bush have
packed the Court with conservatives
with the effect that the Supreme Court is
no longer held as a judicial body above
politics but instead as a tool of one ideology to exert its ideas on the entire country. The Senate has shown itself to be full
of middle-aged, white male windbags
who made the whole confirmation hearings a mess, degraded a respected legal
scholar, showed the world what they
really think about women (that she
should know her place), and confirmed
a poorly qualified lawyer to the Supreme
Court about whom there are serious
questions concerning his character that
have not disappeared with his confirmation. The American political scene has
become a case of style over substance, of
"character," over issues. American
society will be worse off for it.

OCTOBER
AIDS AWARENESS
MONTH
PLEASE HELP!
PCHA/Phila. AIDS
Task Force is in need
of donations for their
food bank
CANNED GOODS, PAPER PRODUCTS,
CLEANING SUPPLIES...

ANYTHING NON-PERISHABLE
The Collection Food Plate Bank
serves persons with AIDS;
supported by private and
corporate contributions and
volunteer food-collection drives
Collection boxes will be around
campusplease donate!
Philadephia AIDS Task Force
1642 Pine St.546-8686
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Sharing the challenge: p
The Feminine Mystique
By Laura Brewer
A women's college, 'twas my decision.
Standing up for one's identity in the world
was, to me, an obvious sign of independence
and strength of mind. Searching for some of
that myself, here I landed. But does that
imply that I knew Bryn Mawr was a feminist
college, or at least was seen as such? Had I
really given it a second of thought?
I would have had very little food for reflection as it is. May I confess my ignorance? I
have lived the last ten years of my life in
France, where sexism is really the
last problem evoked, if
ever, during a conversation. But being a
stranger in this
country does
not entitle me
to finding excuses
for
being absolutely
unaware of current polemic
issues. If I am a
Mawrter and even
decide I want to be
proud of that fact, don't 1
owe myself the intellectual
honesty to discover the feminist label American society will be pounding into my face?
Armed with my courage and good faith, I
marched to the Women's Center. I examined
the bookshelves, pretending to be knowledgeable but feeling quite foolish. Totally
embarrassed I turned towards two women
who happened to be there and asked for help.
I slid out of the Campus Center quietly bearing the reward of my efforts, The Feminine
Mystique by Betty Friedan. I was told that it
was somewhat of a classic, partly at the source
of the Feminist vogue of the Sixties and Seventies. She depicts the opinion American
society of the Forties and Fifties had of the
role women should fulfill: "occupation:
housewife." The general consensus was that
an accomplished and happy woman was
nothing else than a wife and mother. She
lived vicariously, giving love to those to her,
simply because it was her nature as a female.
Thinking back on my life in France, I begin
to recall those details which I had remarked,
been horrified at for a second and then had
conveniently forgotten. What is sexism in
France? Perhaps, much the same that it is
here. My senior year in high school, I was
invited to parties at the best business schools
of Paris. I remember noticing the implicit
aura of inferiority surrounding the bored
women. I could almost read in their eyes,
"I'm dumb; I'm stupid; marry me." The fatter
they were, the more revealing their dress.
Obviously the men proved extremely condescending towards those who were practising
their man-catching. I had talked a few months
before with an economics major. A future
CEO, he declared he would never employ
women. "They get pregnant and then they
have bratty kids. They're absent half of the
time. They can't commit to business and that
just isn't their role either." The basic framework of sexism is outlined in these last few
words: men, future Mr. Rights, learn a trade
after high school, because they must sustain
their family. The women, who actually did
better in school than most of the boys, go to a
cheap university, to study what is akin to
their sensitivity, wondering the whole time
what the fuck they're doing with their lives.
The bottom line is that love becomes the
essential and basic value: "What would I do
without the love of my life?" In the Netherlands, only recently has the government
deckled to foster a program for the educaion
of women. It is a new fou ->d conviction that
e\ 'ery woman should posse;s a skill to turn to

in case of difficulty, but the reign of "occupation: housewife" is as vital to their society as
ever. Doesn't this relate to what Betty Friedan
is expounding?
It is not my intention to point an accusing
finger at the French version of male chauvinism, but simply to demonstrate that sexism is
still a mechanism in the functioning of society. The wave of feminism in France in the
Sixties and Seventies has now eliminated the
possibility of any open polemic about the
subject, because, supposedly, the problem
has been solved. A Frenchwoman feels totally free and liberated as such. But
sexism is implicit in the way
men and women interact.
Why is this so
upsetting to me? I
could leave my
book at my side
and terminate the
intellectual exercise, the curiousity that killed
the cat satisfied.
My value buzzer is
going crazy. I have
been surrounded during my adolescence by
friends who sa wtheirultimate
accomplishment in love and motherhood. One of them almost sacrificed her
studies in England for her first love. The
friend closest to me could not picture her life
without a row of childrem in front of her
shopping cart. Perfectly aware that I was
incapable of sacrificing my own individuality to that extent for another, I admired them
for their selfless passion. "Occupation: House-

wife" was one of my values. I have been told
that, as a woman, I will marry (why don't
men ever have to hear this?) and give birth to
children. My entire life was reduced to that
simple phrase and to the assumption that I
would be contented that way. Now, the words
hit me in the groin.
I am not abandoning the importance I give
to caring for others, but questioning my intellectual lucidity. Am I incapable of understanding what the basic principles I have
adopted imply? I am fully aware you could n't
care less about my trivial personal crises, but
while writing this I am hoping that these
words will echo some of yours, that others
are learning, like me, that those ideas taken
for granted never were so simple, in the first
place.
Marie, je tuerais la bouche
De ma mie! et, a deux genoux,
Je lui dirai ces mots bien touches:
Mon coeur est trop, ah trop central!
Et toi, tu n'es que chair humaine;
Tu ne vas done pas trouver mal
Que je te fasse de la peine.

,,

Married, I would kill the mouth
Of my love! and, on my knees
I would tell her these weird words:
My heart is too, oh too central!
And you, you are but human flesh;
Then, you will not find it bad
That I should hurt you.

Annemarie Shuetz and her child

Taken from "Dimanches" (1890), by Jules
Laforgue

Shakenand Stirred: Experiences of a fema
By Kyong C. Yun
This abridged interview with Meghan
Wright, bartender at the Khyber Pass and the
Trocadero, took place in the Khyber Pass on
Saturday afternoon, September 28. Though
nervous in the beginning, Wright instantly
won me over and took full command of the
interview. Beautiful, down to earth, and
highly personable— Wright comfortably
turned the interview around to a sort of
woman-to-woman-bonding conversation.

M: I want to teach kindergarten, first, second—elementary school, because I love children a lot.

telling us that in order to remember how to
mix drinks and whatever, they had all these
special codes. Is that true?

K: Yeah, that's great. How long do you plan
on bartending?

M: I never went to bartending school but—
codes ? (laughs) I couldn't even imagine what
they could be!

M: Hmm, I don't know for how long either.
It's... I feel like it's in my blood, my mother
and father were both bartenders. And I do
want to teach, but I'd also like to have my
own bar or club! (laughs) My aspiration in
life!

K: He was just saying how you could remember what's in a specific drink, like with acronyms, the first letter would stand for something. But you don't do anything like that.

K: So, you bartend here and at the Troc?
K: It could be possible to have both.
M: Um hmm, yep.
M: Yeah, we'll see.
K: How long have you been doing it?
M: Bartending? Since I was, uh, 17. (smiles)

K: Do you prefer the music here (at the Khyber Pass)?
M: I like it all! I like the bands— alternative
bands; I like House music at the Troc, industrial music at the Troc, I can listen to anything
almost.

K: Really?
M: Yeah, I lied about my age.
K: How old are you now?

K: How do. you get along with the other
employees here?

M:22.
K: Is bartending your only profession, or do
you do anything else?
M: Well, [I'm] kind of an assistant manager at
a card and gift store during the day, but what
I really want to do is teach.

M: Great. Very, very well. I didn't at first
because I'm a very shy person by nature; I
always usually just stood there in the corner.
If they'd ask me a question, I'd answer; otherwise I didn't initiate anything. But they're
really good people, and I like hanging out
with them.

K: Really?
K: They make you feel really comfortable.
M: Yeah, I really want to be a teacher, but I
just don't have time to go to school right now
or the money.
K: Do you know what you want to teach?
, .i« f >\ 3-< i :

.it:,

I

M: Yeah, yeah. Very laid back and you are
who you are, and they accept you.
K: That's nice. Someone in my class who
• went to bartending school this sammer was

M: No, just memory and repetition. After I
worked at the Troc for two years (under a
previous owner), we used to have to take
tests. And they'd give us this sheet to memorize all the drinks, and you had to take a test!
It was just such a joke! And they didn't really
care. If you didn't pass, you were [supposed
to be) fired and stuff, but they didn't care

Early Mawrter f <
This freshman paper by Margey Scattergood was
recovered from the archives by our devoted friend
Miriam Copeasan interesting example ofthe argumentforwomen'ssuffrageinl916.It certainly
brought home certain things to me (Jessica), most
clearly that equal rights for women have from the
beginning required proof of utility to support
them, that they have not fallen under the aegis of
natural law as invoked by the Constitution, and
that therefore they should never be taken for
granted.
For many centuries woman has held a position in society far below that of man. Man
has always been the leader in every phase of
life, social, political, domestic, and woman
has been kept in a secondary position. But
during the past fifty years woman's position
in society has been slowly elevated. In politi-
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tting feminisms to work
Feminism for the streets
By Annenurie Schuetz
Class of '89
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- photo by
Lena Kopelow

ie bartender
ause nothing came of it after we took the

C: Has somebody ever asked you for a drink
: you just didn't know what the hell they
trere talking about?
I: Oh, yeah. I think people make them up
Jt of their heads. "What-tuh? Wedon'thave
Jthat here." I mean, I've made up drinks for
■people and called it something. I'm wondering if they go off to another bar and ask for it!
[laughs)
|K: If there' s anything else you'd like to tell
|me—just any fascinating aspects of your job.
|M: Umm, fascinating ? You get to meet a lot of
■people. I mean that could be a good or bad
[aspect! (laughs)
See Bartending on Page 8

|r women's vote
leal, social and domestic affairs, in fact in
[every field of intellectual activity, woman
I has been advancing toward a position of
[equality with man. More and more man has
■helped her in this onward movement and
[everywhere she has proved herself worthy."
| But giving her the power to vote, he will put
I her on an equal footing with himself in one
field of activity, that of politics, and so will
I give her the chance to pro ve herself worthy to
I be his helpmate and equal companion in eveIrything he undertakes. In fact the greatest
benefit which woman suffrage can give to society is the elevation of woman's social posi-

Ition.
Some believe that woman suffrage will be
I more beneficial to politics in general than to
I society. But in state* where, has been tried
.>• ■
. : | <«I • ! m Vottqnptgt8

Feminism, to Mawrtyrs, is often taken for
granted as Truth. Women's strength and
ability seems almost painfully obvious, and
it should, one thinks, take only a small nudge
to make this Truth clear to others. My year as
a counselor for "disad vantaged" teenage girls,
however, proved that for them and their
mothers, feminism belongs only to the middle
and upper class.
In government parlance, "disadvantaged"
means the homeless, the delinquent, the drug
addicts, and the abused. The agency with
which I worked offered them vocational
education, mental health counseling and
housing placement upon completion of the
programme. We also offered feminist education in an after-school club led by a friend and
myself. WICS—Women in Community Service—was one of the most popular clubs, with
an average attendance of 30-50 girls. We took
the girls camping, caving, ice fishing— all
activities designed to show them they could
do more than they dreamed possible.
The problems began when Amanda and I
took women's strength one step further. We
had noted the high rate of girlfriend abuse
and decided to address it. We told the girls
that abuse was not love, it was a statement of
power, and that an abusive relationship
would only harm them. The girls shared
incidents of abuse at the hands of their boyfriends, and seemed to agree that they de-

served better.
One girl, the vice president of the club, I
will call Tayisha. She had, we thought, tremendous strength and self-confidence, and
even faced down the Regional Director at a
conference over an incident we all considered sexist. She did not lack for courage.
Tayisha took our discussion to heart and told
her boyfriend, a gang leader, that she would
no longer take his abuse. He promptly beat
her senseless.
The next day, Tayisha told Amanda and I
what happened, and that she had decided to
stay with her boyfriend. She also wanted to
stay with WICS. After all, she said, she really
liked the ice fishing.
Tayisha's story is typical of the girls we
counselled. Our words about feminism were
little good against the fact of beatings, but
there was more to the situation than that.
Three months later, Tayisha told us she was
pregnant, by the same boyfriend. She was
ecstatic. Hehad stopped beating her and was
proudly displaying her, walking around the
center and boasting about his son-to-be.
Eventually they left the programme and last
we heard, were still together. Amanda and I
were puzzled and angry, and wondered
where feminism had failed Tayisha.
Feminism in the public realm has often
focused on career openings, equal opportunities, and so forth. The consciousness raising groups of the Seventies and the groups on
campus today teach women that they do not
need to be in an unhappy relationship to be

The Dinner Party
The following napkin notes had accumulated in Haffner Dining Hall by 10.20.91.
They are reproduced here in more-or-less
chronological order:
I think that Haffner should be made an all
women eating zone. Is not Bryn Mawr a
women's college? The presence of even a few
men shifts the mood of the cafeteria. Haverford men can go back to their own DC and
those men who live here can feel free to use
the microwave on the first floor of Radnor.
Haverford women, of course, should be
welcome here.
Please institute this change.
—Womb
Is this a joke??
—'92
No— why does The Man always make light
of women's anger? Shouldn't the goals of
single-sex education extend to eating facilities as well? Imagine the drop in the number
of eating disorders if there were only women
allowed. (Haffner male chefs and servers will
wear veils.) Additionally, meal prices could
be lower— women eat less piggishly and less
macho-ly (meat is a male preference) than
their heavier male counterparts. So please, let
the women of Bryn Mawr stop starving themselves, emotionally and nutritionally.
I fully support the idea of a man free dining
environment. I think however that men may
be admitted only after they part with something very dear to them. This idea has historical precedence. In China, eunuchs were given
positions of power that unclean men could
not attain. I think this solution would eliminate many problems.
—Friend of WOMB
I can't believe you're serious. If you really feel
that way why don't you examine your feelings or eat in the privacy of your own room.
—'94
I agree. Please try to chill out!
—'94
111 h |
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I agree with this thoughtful vision of a wombpositive dining plan! Rockon sister! Don't let
the oppressor get you down!
P.S. Effeminate men are okay w/me— we
could have someone check them at the door
for overt testosterone.
P.P.S. Has anyone else noticed how often we
are served hotdogs? What are they trying to
pull?
What the hell does the frequency of hot dogs
being served have to do with men being
allowed to eat in Haffner? Bryn Mawr prides
itself as being a diverse & tolerant institution
but barring men from a cafeteria when they
live on campus & take courses here is a form
of discrimination & is ridiculous.
Surprise! THE REAL WORLD IS NOT
SINGLE-SEXED.
—A Group of BMC FROSH
The insinuation that there
is something patriarchal
in the frequent serving
of hot dogs is absurd.
Hot dogs are
served just as frequently as any
other easy-to-cook
and convenient
foods. The fact that
men who take
classes here or just
visit here not be allowed to eat in this dining
centre is ridiculous. Despite
the single-sex nature of Bryn Mawr,
we live in a co-ed society.
—'95
Right on!
It is time that we all realize that MEN ARE
THE ENEMY! A woman pointed out that the
work) is not single sex, but isn't it time we
make that change. Sisters of the world unite.
Crush out the oppressor. Let us start with this
dining hall.

i •,!■*,'
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fulfilled, and provide peer support. These
groups, however, have been confined almost
exclusively to women of the middleand upper
classes. Young women like Tayisha have not
been actively barred from participation, but
street culture does not lead one to women's
groups, or college.
Much of feminism, interestingly, has been
concerned with economics. It gave women
the chance to earn money and thereby attain
some sort of status. But in the culture of the
streets, just earning money does not give a
woman status— after all, women earn most
of the legal money there, as well as a lot of the
illegal money.
Rather than gaining status, women of the
streets are regularly beaten by their boyfriends, who tell them it proves love, that the
scars and bruises brand "their ladies" as their
boyfriend s' own. Women and girls are forced
or lured into prostitution. They are treated as
commodities by their pimps, who are sometimes their boyfriends and sometimes their
own mothers. Girls are gang raped as part of
the initiation into the gangs, or "families"
that run the streets. And of course, there is the
pregnancy rate. A baby, many girls think,
will love them unconditionally. Babies qualify them for AFDC, and sometimes, as in
Tayisha's case, entice the fathers to stay
around.
At the heart of the horror is the need for
love and belonging. The girls believe, perhaps, that their abusive boyfriend s love them,
or they are afraid to face the world without
the security of a boyfriend. After all, if she is
threatened by someone else, the boyfriend
will usually protect her. Prostitution brings
money and keeps one from starving. (AIDS
and VD are ignored, and the folklore surrounding ways to prevent both them and
pregnancy would make another article.) If a
girl's mother is the pimp, familial obedience
is involved as well. The pimp provides shelter, food, drugs, and affection— on condition, of course, that the prostitute do her part.
Gang rape, several girls have told me, is
tolerable, because the gang membership will
be worth it. The gang loves, protects, and
gives the girls a chance to belong to something seen as meaningful by their peers. The
identity conferred by gang membership
should not be taken lightly. It means something to be a member of the Decepticons or
Prince, and gives the girls a way to relate to
the world. Gang membership also changes
the way peers regard her, and conveys status
and respect.
The end result is that many girls will not
bother standing on their own
feet if that means giving up someone
who loves them,
or their identity as a
gang
member,
I or food
| and shelfter. Feminism may
sound good
in theory,
but the reality
is terrifying.
The girls and
women of the street do
have tremendous strength. They
are surviving in a world that could eat most
Mawrtyrs alive. But feminism has left them
behind, for they still see themselves as property of the boyfriends or pimps, property
with a vagina, a womb, and earning ability.
These women are so much more than that,
and have so much potential, but in order for
feminism to help them the way it helped their
wealthier sisters, the underlying need for
love and belonging must be addressed. Otherwise they will find them in the only way
they know, and often end up dead as a result.
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THE SCORPIO MAWRTYR AND HER
RELATIONSHIPS WITH:
Aries
Sparks everywhere!
Both of them are very motivated and
dynamic. Aliens have a great deal of
respect for Scorpios, and Scorpio
Mawrtyrs in turn have a great deal of
respect for any relationship that they
choose to establish. It may not be a smooth
relationship, but it's an interesting one.
Taurus
Innootherassociation
is the patience of either sign tested as
much as it is here. The Taurean obstinacy
is legendary, but so is the Scorpio
Mawrtyr's will-power. However, the
magnetic attraction between them gives
this relationship a drive and intensity
which is not often found in the Zodiac.

Gemini
If there is one sign in
the Zodiac that bothers Gemini, it's Scorpio. Gemini loves getting to the bottom
of things, but the Scorpio Mawrtyr resists analysis of any sort. They work fairly
well together, but it usually takes a long
time for them to become really close.
Cancer
This is often a really
good association. Scorpio Mawrtyrs are
a lot more tolerant of Cancer than they
are of many other signs. Cancerians often gain a lot of self-confidence from this
association. And the chemistry between
the two signs is both gentle and tender as
well as intense...
Leo
Sparks everywhere again! Both signs are strong,
proud, and lousy at making compromises. Fortunately, or unfortunately
(depending on how you look at it) both
signs possess a strong sense of honour
which makes it difficult for them to accept failure of any sort— especially the
failure of a relationship. And so the relationship is almost never allowed to fail.
Virgo
What a Virgo needs
from the Scorpio Mawrtyr is respect. This
isn'tobtainedeasily(Scorpiosdon'thand
their relationships to people on silver
platters) but Virgos are willing to work at
it. And they love working. And more
often than not they get what they work
for.
Libra
Mend your flirtatious
ways, Libra, if you want this association
to go deeper than surface level. Scorpio
Mawrtyrs develop no respect for your
flirtatiousness and/or your indecisiveness, no matter how many times the
lovely Libran smile is flashed at them.
Taking a look at the positive side, however, one finds that Scorpios do respect
the Libran love of justice, peace, and
harmony.
Scorpio
This may not be a
"sparks everywhere" relationship, but
one should thank every god in the universe for that, since this relationship has

as much latent power as a nuclear reactor! The association is seldom allowed to
get out of hand. On the rare occasions
when it does get out of hand, it's interesting to watch— if you like watching fights
between gladiators and that sort of thing!
All said and done, two Scorpios understand each other very, very well.

Sagittarius
Sigh. It's
amusing— but only up to a certain point.
Sagittarians nearly always mean well,
and almost all of them are terribly and
irresistibly lovable, but Scorpio Mawrtyrs
have little patience with the Sagittarian
philosophy which sees life as being one
big loud, noisy party where the only
serious moments occur when someone
leaves— that is, dies! I'm all for that
philosophy but then, I'm far from being
a Scorpio!
Capricorn
An excellent
association. Some other signs may feel
uneasy around ScorpioorCapricorn,but
these two signs feel perfectly comfortable with each other. Scorpio Mawrtyrs

are a lot more passionate than their
Capricorn acquaintances. However,
Capricoms are generally cool and disciplined, and handle passion very well. It's
a highly productive partnership.
Aquarius
Whether
they admit it or not, Scorpio Mawrtyrs
have a problem with the impartiality and
detachment displayed by many Aquarians. Aquarians are not often as "emotionally giving" in a relationship as Scorpios would want them to be. Unfortunately, it's often difficult for these signs
to empathize with each other.
Pisces
Here the question of
empathy is hardly a problem; Pisceans
are usually ready to empathize with anything, ranging from Karl Marx to jellyfish. Their warm and gentle nature is also
exceptionally good at melting the outward frostiness of many Scorpio
Mawrtyrs. It's a very successful partnership.
— Nadya Chishty-Mujahid

Bartending continued from page
K: You said that you were a naturally shy
person.
M: Yeah, and that did bring me out of my
shell, bartending, because I would not
talk to anybody. I was just so intimidated
by everyone. I thought I was the most
uncool person. And people now that I
knew from high school and stuff, who
knew me as this little shy person, come
into the bars where I work at and they're
like, "Meghan! Is that you?!" (laughing)
"Oh, hi! How ya doin'...bluh,bluh, bluh!"
They're just like, "Wow!"

he used to get obliterated every night.
And he'd danceand knockchairs all over
the place. Somehow he knew my name
and he thought I was his best friend!
And he was the most obnoxious person.
I mean, I guess if he wasn't drunk he
would've been okay, but he just went on
and on about these stories and about the
Doors and rock and roll and how people
were.
K: He was there, and he could tell you all
about it.

K: So, in the beginning, it was really
difficult?

M: Right, right. I think that's one of the
worst things because you can't escape
from not talking to these people because
you're stuck behind a bar.

M: It was, but... the people I was working with were so nice that they just kept
working at me, and talking to me, and
making me do stuff with them, and inviting melto) places and stuff.

K: You know how they say that bartenders are like hairdressers, that people tell
you their problems. Is that true?

K: What made you want to be a bartender, anyways? Because I know, I'm
pretty shy myself— I'd be scared shitless!
M: Oh, I was! But the thing was, I was in
[a] bar one night, drinking. Yeah, I was
17! (laughs) I mean, at this place you only
needed your library card from Temple to
get in— you didn't even need a real I.D.!
And I was in there drinking and this girl
I knew worked there. And I hadn't seen
her in a really long time. And I'm like,
'Oh, I want a job here.' And she's like,
'Okay, I'll go ask the owner.' And he's
like, 'Okay, you're hired!' It was that
easy. I was very lucky, I guess. That's
how I got into it, it's very bizarre.
K: Can you tell me about your worst
customer?
M: Worst customer?
K: Anybody's who's really just hassled
you to death?

M: Mmm, sometimes, sometimes. Or
people tell me personal things that Idon't
want to hear about. Or hitting on me,
being a woman I think, is a bad situation
because men are still considered the
dominant (sexj. They think that because
you're behind the bar, and you're serving them, that they have every right to hit
on you and say things to you like, "Yo,
babe!" I'm like, "I'm not your babe," and
"Could you give me a little respect?"
K: Exactly. I mean, just because you're
serving them, they think that they can be
rude.
M: Yeah (leans forward suddenly), but
this old man (the obnoxious patron),when
the Troc closed down, 1 came here and
started working here. And he showed up
here, too. Everyone's like (throatily),
"Meghan, you brought this guy in here!,"
"Where did he come from?" (laughing)
"I dunno—sorr-ree!"

Vote continued
from page 7
[sic], it has not abolished gang rule and
corrupt politics., and it does not seem
likely that it ever will abolish them, for
woman's standard of morals is not
enough higher than man'sto prevent her
from giving way to bribery and corruption just as he does.
If then suffrage cannot benefit society
by improving political conditions, we
must look elsewhere for its good influence. And this good influence is not far to
seek, for as woman suffrage will raise
woman's social position, it will surely be
a great step toward the betterment of the
world. Experience has shown us what a
few women like Jane Addams, who rose
above the general distrust of woman's
ability, have been able to do for the betterment of society; and surely other
women who have not yet reached so influential a position might do much more
if their ability and intelligence were credited with its full value.
Surely, then, since suffrage will elevate woman's position and the liberated
woman will perform great services to society, the suffrage will be most useful to
mankind, not in improving politics but
in bringing woman to a position of equality with man.

Napkins cont.
from page 7
WHATareyoutalkingabout? A woman's
college is a place to learn about being a
woman, feel good about being one, and
to benefit from learning to deal with the
world as a woman. Not allowing men in
Haffner is hiding hibernating — not
learning or trying to cope. Pluralism?
NON-DISCRIMINATION? If you feel ill
eating in the presence of men please join
a nunnery or you go use the microwave
in an all women's dorm!!! Be prepared to
take Pepto Bismol for the rest of your life!
—Amazed and Wondering "94
Get a life.
This joke is getting REALLY ANNOYING. It's just not funny. Thanks.
Susan Bush *94
Megan Jenness '95
I agree
E.K. '94

K: Does he still come around?
ALL MEN SHOULD BE WOMEN

M: Mmm... (pauses).
K: Or you just haven't really encountered anybody like that?

Meghan Wright, bartender par excellence.
— photo by Kyong Yun
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M: I have—it's just hard to pinpoint the
one I want to talk about! (both laugh)
There is a ... mmm, let's see, I guess,
there's this old man at the Troc, and
when I first started working there (four
years ago). And he was really, really
skinny. [HeJ thought he was Jim Morrison's brother or something and he's
really, really old. He must've been like
57, and he'd wear tight leather pants.
, Andhehad,gray hiir and it was long arrd
■ ..' - \

M: (Shaking head) I haven't seem him
lately, but every once in a while, he'll pop
in. Very scary. And he'll sit there and just
talk to himself. It's like a bum in the
making.

...and the solution to Racism is Segregation!
—Aaron Wunsch HC "92
—Tanya Dean BMC '92

K: Sounds like it already.

You'll be hearing more from us soon

M: Oh! We used to have this one guy
come in, and he thought he was from
outer space. He used to tell great stories,
he had the imagination of I don't know!
He was in the C.I.A., he was from another planet, he was sent from God to
help everyone in :he world and kill all
. 1, • J See bartendi^ p)age jo J

It is ourpolicy not to print anonymous items,
hut an exception was made in this case to
bring this debate to the attention of the community. If any of the authors of these notes
object to their reproduction here, we apologise. If they wish to discussAhis with us,,zve ,
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The Importance of
Seeing Ernest
By Veronica Go-Co (in actuality) and
LuLu Palace (in spirit), with special
guest BOY LUSHUS (edited under protest)

LUSHUS made their way down Chestnut street to the AMC Palace. Crowds
parted for their entrance to the premiere
showing of the latest Jim Varney epic,
Ernest: Scared Stupid. While purchasing

This edition of Circle K is dedicated to The
Cat In The Hat himself, Dr. Seuss. We hope
that heaven is full of green eggs and ham.

W Tight
the bad people. (Gently) I was like,
"Oookaay!"
K: You were saying how some guys are
really sexist and crude. Do you ever say
anything back?
M: Sometimes. Not that I'm mean about
it, but I throw logic back in their face[s],
like, "Well, why are you doing this?" and
"Why do you feel this way?" And you
know. ..one day at the Troc I wore this bra
top and a flowery see-through blouse,
and this guy was staring at my (looks
down at her chest), and I'm like (challengingly), "You never seen a bra before?" And then he asked me some question like, "Is that legal?" I'm like, "Look,
don't treat me like that! I'm a person!
Have respect for me. I choose to wear the
fashion I want to wear, it's not because I
want you to bt? drooling on the bar!" He's
like (contritely), "Oh! I'm so sorry! I
didn't mean it that way! But like, really,
really! I'm not like that, really! I'm not a
pig!" (both laugh).
Together "Yes, you are!" (still laughing).
K: With the male bartenders that you
work with, do they get any of that kind of
treatment? Or less so?
M: I think they might have more control
overit, because they'rethe "man," Idon't
know.
K: I don't know what it is, but I don't
think a woman would really go out of her
way to make some guy uncomfortable,
you know?
M: Um, hmm. And to guys, it comes
naturally! (laughs) Women have, in
general, more respect. I don't know
what's the word I'm looking for...
K: Just treating them like they're humans
basically?
M: Right, right. And even if [some
women] are not, and they're attracted to
[some man], and they're drunk, they're
not like, "I'd like to take him home!"
They're not going to be saying, "Ooh!
Man! Do you have a big dick?/ or
whatever, or stuff like that. Like using
their gender against them. Plus, [men]
are all into it! Guys get this big head

T6op\

cont. from page 8
when, you know, women start thinking
they're attractive and making moves on
them and stuff. And they're just like,
"Oh...!" I mean, it offends me, but they
can feel flattered by it, and I feel offended
by it. You're just looking at what they
look like, you don't even know who they
are, or what they do, or what their life's
about.
K: Right.
M: "And you wanna marry me?W7wftuh ?!" (both laugh).
K: Were there any guys that you've served
that you've been attracted to?
M: Yeah, but I've never said anything.
K: Oh, really? No?
M: I mean, because I'm shy! (laughs) It's
probably why I haven't had a date in a
year! (bangs table with fist).
K: I'm really surprised, because of your
job and because you're very attractive,
I'd thought that you've probably been
bombarded with all these offers and stuff!
M: But most of the ones, I wouldn't even
consider thinking about, because I'm very
scared of men. I don't trust them, generally, and they have to prove that they're
like a real human being! (laughs). So, it's
hard to do [for men to prove themselves]
in a bar situation because you don't see
that person often enough or this person
just came in and I'd be more apt to know
someone on a friendship basis and thenWell, I don't think I'm a typical person
because I have girlfriends that I work
with, and they were just likeguys (laughs)
and take a guy from the bar every night!
I guess I'm always waiting for someone
who I think is right to make the first
move, and they're probably either intimidated by meor think that it's a losing
battle to even try. I don't know why
though, I mean, they think of me just as
a friend. I don't know, (more vehemently)
/ don't know! I'm frustrated! (A male
employee enters the room) Bob, you
wanna go out with me?
Bob: Hello, Meghan. Asking all males
who walk into this room the same question?
M: No, just you. You're special.( All laugh)

On Friday, October 11, Veronica went
on a date. This may come as a shock to
those who are familiar with her recent
vow to never date again. Don't worry.
There is no danger that Veronica will be
losing her charmingly abrasive edge any
time soon: she is still NOTGETTIN' ANY.
That's right, she went on a date with the
similarly-celibate BOY LUSHUS; they
have "an understanding." Even though
they knew that there was no chance for
action, our heroes were determined to
look their fabulous best nevertheless.
What pluck! Veronica was resplendent
in a slinky black wool number
(operative fashion axiom?
"Accessories are like
crack: one hit, and
you just can't
stop."), brown
stockings
(brown: the
New Black),
and stylish Italian shoes. BOY
LUSHUS
looked ultrafine in a relaxed
black
chemise
tucked, with
certain je-ne-sais-auoi,

into adorable grey flannel trousers. The Boy, slightly
more confident than Veronica in his ability to accessories responsibly, perfected
his look with leather (black - bien stiri)
and chrome. Bold.
They shared a delightful meal at the
understated downtown eatery, the
Magnolia Cafe\ Veronica had a charming
bowl of gazpacho, followed by that fabulous pasta Mamou chicken stuff, while
BOY LUSHUS had a light salad and a
mess o' scrumdillyicious beer batter
coconut shrimp. Beverages for the levelheaded couple? Perrier and tap water,
bien stir.

After a charming, if somewhat superfluous, course of dessert and coffee, Veronica and BOY LUSHUSarose and sauntered towards the door, turning heads as
they went. But wait! Hold the phone!
Who should our fabulous friends see in
the bar, but their exotic, postmodern pal,
The Mahatma, who was a sporting a
wacky newcoiffure with an elegantly nonchalant sense entitlement. After a delightful exchange of plaisanteries, the
absurdly attractive threesome made discreetly nebulous plans for a rendezvous at
some questionable point in the near to
not-so-near future. Ciao.
After spending a good half-hour attempting to lodge their Mardi Gras beads
in the already bead-laden tree in front of
the restaurant, Veronica and BOY

tickets, our delightful duo was charmed
to discover that, at the Palace, children
under six are not admitted to evening
shows. Way cool. Luckily, our favorite
punk rockers arrived at the theatre early
enough to catch the last few minutes of
On Screen Entertainment, that nutty prefeature combination of movie trivia and
ads for the armed forces (Be all that you
can be. Did you know that Bernardo Bertolucci, director, learned English from
Marlon Brando?). And, as if that wasn't
enough merriment for twelve bucks,
there was a CARTOON. Can you dig it?
It was a fabulous Tex Avery-Droopy Dog
collaboration, no less, complete with a
loopy, Kafkaesque villain and an amazing score. It was rather short on
plot, but it featured some of
the best takes in cartoon
history. It was a definite must-see, which
makes it especially
tragic that neither
VGG nor BLcan remember what it
was called.
Perfect in its
own rite, the cartoon was also a brilliant introduction
to the featured attraction. Now that
Thomas has gone
b screwball heaven, Jim Varney is, without a doubt, American
Master of the Comedic Take. His genius
is apparent by the end of the opening
credits, in which he pulls one zany face
after another. It was a zesty laff riot. Plot
summary? You won't be gettin' any of
that here. If you want plot summary,
read a movie review. Indeed, to leave
this movie able to recall the details of its
plot at all is to have missed the point of
the flick entirely. Ernest: Scared Stupid is
not about conflict and resolution, nor is it
about strong character development.
Rather, it is about a lumpy monster with
a perpetually runny nose chasing after
disgustingly precious children. It is about
Eartha "Santa Baby" Kitt portraying an
inscrutable wise woman with kooky hair.
It is about Jim Varney as his endearingly
goofy alter-ego, Ernest. Finally, it is about
luv. L-U-V. To quote BOY LUSHUS,
Ernest: Scared Stupid is "a po-mo melange

of cyberpunk, new-age spirituality, precocious kids, and wacky slapstick. In
fact, to coin a term, I would call this cyber
slapstick for the twenty-first century." To
quote Veronica, "I will never regret
having seen it. If you do not come out of
the theatre singing 'We Are Family' at
your a capella worst, or trying out the
'belt-sander' technique to the embarrassment of all your friends, or just being
touched by it in any way— well, to echo
See Circle K on page 10
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Man. being a mammal,
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Singles Going Steady
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By Elizabeth Foley
If any of you have perused Creent
magazine in its ultraslick contemporary
reincarnation, you may have noticed that
it carries a singles column by the name of
...b'gosh..."Singles Going Steady," just
like the humble effort you now hold in
your hand. I read Creem only when I've
exhausted other rock media, and only
discovered this distressing coincidence
recently, so for all I
know the other column's become a minor rock-press institution even as I typed
away under the ignorant delusion that
I'd thought up something a little different. The two columns were independently conceived, though, I swear it—
music-addled minds simply think alike,
it seems. So in the absence of flying accusations of plagiarism and of a clever alternate title, I guess I'll go on calling the
column this. Chuck Eddy, who writes
the Creem version and covers more songs
at shorter length than I do, is a good
critic, but you should still read this one
instead, 'cause Creem costs three and a
half bucks and the College News is free.
John Mellencamp— "Get a Leg Up" I
was born in a small town, and I lived in
a small town— an Indiana small town
not wholly unlike Mellencamp's vaunted
Seymour. My personal if not exactly
unbiased view is that re the merits of
boondock life, Mellencamp is one deluded closet Norman Rockwell fan. "I can
breathe in a small town?" "Icanbemyself
here in this small town, and people let me
be just what I wanna be?" Hello? Not in
my particular GOP-happy, sports-corrupted, cattily academic neck of the backwoods, fella. And in fact the Hoosier
. homeboy is not universally beloved of
Hoosiers themselves, some of whom label
him John Hoosier Melonhead and take
issue with the bitter self-righteousness

he's often displayed in his "mature" period.
But what we have
here is a slightly different John, it
seems: newly divorced, officially
Cougarless but sounding more like a
devil-may-care American Fool than
he has since 1983, he stands revealed as a dirty middle-aged man,
albeit an unmacho one with middlingto-poor self-esteem. Songplot synopsis: He's in the
car with a nubile
young thing; she
turns predatory and
proposes menage A
trois ; after a
moment of insecurity John actually accepts, and lives
to leer and wink about it. Song title
would appear to refer to John's
third leg, nudge nudge, wink wink.
I'm a tad uncomfortable with the
implicit sexual dichotomy he lays on
his companion: until she turns out to
be happily promiscuous, he assumes
she's the epitome of hands-off sexual uprightness, and there are happy
mediums in there he should know
about. But this unpious side of him
definitely shows promise. Also, the
song rocks pretty
good in that
steady Mellencamp way even if
he doesn't quite
make it hurt so
good, and features nice harmonies reminiscent of
infamous pop singers the Beatles.

\m

PM. Dawn— "Set Adrift on Memory Bliss"
Sounding like a tastefully subtle collaboration between A
Tribe Called Quest and Boyz D Men,
this track rescues Spandau Ballet
from the slag heap of history by claiming
'True" (which, yeah, I liked when it was
out, too) as legitimate grist for the hiphop mill. With its aw-shucks modesty,

wistful lustfulness, and gentle samples,
it'll remind those who know it of ATCQ/s
"Bonita Applebum"— and to show you
they knew you were thinking so, they
throw in a cute "Bonita Applebum" pun.
Musically it's thoughtful and imaginative, which I'll take as a substitute for
inspired when I have to; lyrically it
glances suggestively off striking images
and turns of phrase, leaving the narrative intriguingly incoherent. As with
ATCQ's stuff, though, its creativity is of
such a laid-back and unassuming sort
that it's easy to like but hard to get thrilled
about.
Prince— "Cream" Yes, he has two
singles out simultaneously, both just
beginning their chart runs— an unusual
promotional ploy for an album or artist
not already established as phenom-ofthe-moment (cf. New Kids on the Block a
couple of years ago—of course you remember!— or Madonna circa Like a Virgin and "Crazy For You"). Where "Gett
Off is stark, slanted funk at home in the
hip-hop nation, this one's poppier, more
conventional, and altogether tamer.
Radio likes it better, too— the title obviously does not refer to Cool Whip, or to
the late '60s stuporgroup with Eric Clapton and Ginger Baker in
it, but programmers can
interpret it to mean
"cream of the crop" or
something, rather than
the other, more characteristically Princely alternative. Hell, maybe it does mean "cream
of the crop" rather than the other alternative, although when he says "Get on top"
and "You've got the horn so why don't
you blow it" you have to wonder. Like
"Gett Off," it won't save the world, or
change it much either, and in fact it'll
likely cause "Gett Off" to get lost in the
shuffle, since he's probably not phenomof-the-moment enough to support simultaneous singles. P.S. It does kind of sound
See Singles Going Steady on page 22

Circle K
cont. from page 9
Friedrich Nietzsche, I guess, 'ifyou gaze
into the abyss, the abyss gazes also into
you.'"
Which brings us here at Circle K to a
certain matter involving a certain quietly
rude movie reviewer at a certain quasiweekly publication at a certain women's
college on the Main Line.
LuLu PalaceonThe Matter: "We never
called it a review."
Max Nemesison The Matter: "To mock
Circle K for being 'cavalier' is like criticizing Dead or Alive's "You Spin Me
Round (Like A Record)' for being dance
music."
Veronica Go-Go on The Matter "'Girlfriend, you were readin' when you
shoulda been shadin'."
BOY LUSHUS on The Matter: Okay,
this isa rather audio-visual response, but
here goes: a sweep of the arm completed
with a snap, repeated, back-and-forth,
three times, accompanied by a poutylipped smirk. You get it.
All seriousness now: The folks at Circle
K agree that our treatment of Paris Is
Burning, as cursory and flippant as it
was, is infinitely preferable to a review in
which the men featured in the film are
characterized as "childlike." The language of nineteenth century anthropology is very unbecoming a twentieth
century journalist. No joke.
Peace.

Dykes To Watch Out For

i ;
> .

As part of a national six-month tour, the First International Glasnost Ballet Festival
and Symposium will be paying an informal visit to the Bryn Mawr and Haverford
cam pusesonOctober 29th and 30th. Celebrating the dawn of freedom in theUSSR,
the Glasnost Festival brings together on one stage brilliant young stars from the
Bolshoi Ballet of Moscow, the Kirov Ballet of Leningrad, and the National Ballet
of Czechoslovakia in Prague. On October 29 at 8 p.m. in the Campus Center
lounge, as part of the Festival, there will be an informal discussion, "Current A ffairs and the Arts in the Soviet Union and EasternEurope." moderated by George
Pahamov and sponsored by the Russian Department. A reception will follow. On
October 30, there will be a rehearsal/performance (no costumes) presenting a
selection of pas de deux from the classical repertory. The event is free and will be
followed by a question and answer session. Time as yet unannounced—call x5120
for details. In addition, the artists will be running master classes for ballet students
at intermediate-and-above levels on the 29th and 5 p.m. and the 30th at 4 p.m. in
Pern Arch Studio. Interested students should'call x5120 for a place in the das*
mi
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Frankly not Jolly

By Megan Susman
Johnny: You know the song; Trankie
and Johnny were lovers...?'
Frankie: Did n't they end up killing each
other?
Johnny: She killed him, so you have the
edge.
I went into Frankie and johnny fearing
the worst. Hmm, the director of Prefry
Woman adapting an award-winning
Broadway play, putting Michelle Pfeiffer and Al Pacino in the roles created by
Kathy Bates and F. Murray Abraham?
But let me tell you before I go any further:
I loved this movie.
Frankie and Johnny is the story of two
lonely and emotionally battered people
who gradually find each other. Pfeiffer
plays Frankie, a hardened waitress whose
ideal Saturday night is a pizza and a
movie on the VCR— "That's dinner and
a movie. And I don't have to deal with
some schmuck trying to put his tongue
in my ear." Pacino is Johnny, recently
released from prison, and looking for a
second chance.
The movie is lively and funny. The
supporting characters provide most of
the laughs, from Hector Elizondo, as the
owner of the diner where Frankie and
Johnny work, to Nedda (Jane Morris), a
frumpy waitress. The standout character

in this movie is Tim (Nathan Lane),
Frankie's gay neighbor and confidante.
He has the best lines in the movie, including a hilarious exchange with Johnny.
Pfeiffer and Pacino are outstanding.
Both of them invest their characters with
real personality. You forget that Michelle isaglamorousactressand that Alhas
made a career out of playing lugubrious
figures like Michael Corleone. Their respective final speeches are intensely
moving particularly Pfeiffer's, which
almost had me in tears.
However, my worst fears about Garry
Marshall, the director, were realized. All
through the movie, I kept chafing at his
shallowness. This film could have been
truly great if it had another director,
rather than a man who started his career
with sitcoms. Many reviewers ha ve ca lied
Frankie and Johnny his best work, but that
isn't necessarily saying much for a director who has been described as glib, slick
and facile.
Pfeiffer and Pacino really save this
movie. Their performances would be
worth watching if Zippy the Chimp were
directing. The only thing that keeps me
from giving Frankie and Johnny a higher
rating is the frustration of feeling that it
could have been better. Now playing at
the Ardmore Theater.
3.7 out of 4.0

Ordinary Deceptions
By Megan Susman
When was the last time you heard
"Goldie Hawn" and "suspense" in the
same sentence? Well, there's a new movie
out, Deceived, that incorporates both. It's
a tense, if not particularly intelligent,
thriller about a deceptive museum curator and the wife who unravels his mystery.
Goldie Ha wn plays an art restorer who
falls for the seemingly perfect John Heard.
However, their ideal life, complete with
spacious New York apartment, cute little
girl, and British nanny, soon begins to
fall apart; then John is killed in a car
accident. Goldie soon discovers that not
only was his death faked, so was his life.
She traces through the story of deception, theft and murder and ends up in a
cathartic confrontation with her husband.
I didn't expect much going into this

movie, so I was pleasantly surprised.
Deceived is entertaining and even nailbiting at times, but I've seen better thrillers. Neither of the actors are particularly
compelling either. Goldie Hawn is at
least not the bubbly ditz we've come to
expect, but both she and John Heard are
somewhat wooden. Heard, as the man
who brings new meaning to the term
"multiple personalities," is supposed to
be charming, but he only shows that
quality in the beginning of the movie; by
the end, when the charisma is most
needed, it isn't there. Nor is he quite as
chilli ng asall good thriller villains should
be.
Deceived is a decent evening's entertainment, but if you want to see a real
thriller, head to the video store. Now
playing at the Bryn Mawr theater.
2.7 out of 4.0

Dates the Superior Sex Makes
Thursday, October 24
—Bryn Mawr Film Series presents Lawrence of Arabia—even hotter than Lawrence
Welk, we hear, so hustle to Thomas 110 for the one, count it, one showing of this epic
entertainment (1962 version— dig it) at 8:00 p.m.
— Author/ playwright Ntozake Shange (famous for/or colored girls who have considered suicide when the rainbow isenuf) will read from her work from 6-7 p.m. at Barnes
and Noble, 1424 Chesnut St. 972-8275.
Friday, October 25
— Our beloved Extreme Keys will perform at 8 p.m. in the Campus Center Main
Lounge. Extremely live.
—The Bi-Co Film Series presents A Clockwork Orange at 8 and 10 p.m. in Thomas
110. Take it in with your best droogs. Russian majors will especially dig the slang.
—GENESIS: original photographs by Maggie Foskett, BMC Class of '42. Reception
from 4-6 p.m.; exhibit on view daily from noon to 5 p.m. through November 10 in
theC.C.C. Gallery, which seems to mean Centennial Campus Center for those not
in the acronymal know.
—"Luke, I am your father...": the Star Wars Trilogy will be presented in its glorious
entirety at the Ritz Theater, 3rd and Walnut— a marathon showing beginning at
midnight. Limited seating $10. Stay on the good side of the Force; go see it.
—ICE (Independent Choreographers' Exchange, no relation to Vanilla): New work
by Philly choreographers. At the Painted Bride Art Center, 230 Vine St. and 8 p.m.
Tickets $12.898-4000.
Saturday, October 26
Parents' Day
— Parents' Day concert by the Haverford-Bryn Mawr Symphony and Vocal Ensembles at 8:30 p.m. in Goodhart. Take Ma and Pa and impress another semester's
tuition out of 'em with your BMC-nurtured discriminating tastes in Real (i.e.
Classical) Music.
— Rhoads Halloween Party!! Time to be announced.
— Bi-Co Film Series: A Clockwork Orange, 8 and 10 p.m., Stokes Auditorium.
—International conference on Wildlife and Animal Rights, at Penn State's Ogontz
Campus, Woodland Building, Abington, PA 19001. Well, it does get you off
campus.
Sunday, October 27
— The Chamber Music Society at Bryn Mawr presents guest artistes the Amado
String Quartet at 3 p.m. in the Goodhart Music Room. Another chance to impress
your parental units.
— Phill/s Fifth Annual AIDS Walk: a 12-km walk to benefit AIDS education and
care. Information and sign-up sheet on Campus Center bulletin board; also see
Misty Whelan in the Student Activities Office or call x7332.
— Panel: Paganism on campus. Campus Center Main Lounge, 830-10:30 p.m.
Monday, October 28
— The Community Forum: "Race, Gender and the Numbers Game." 4:15-5:15 in
Thomas 110.
—Monday Night Movie: The Silence of the Lambs , 8 p.m.. Campus Center Main
Lounge. Learn what not todo when serving meals to incarcerated, highly disturbed
psychologists.
Tuesday, October 29
— "Glasnost Ballet": soloists from the Kirov, Bolshsoi and National Czechoslovakia Ballets will hold an informal panel discussion on current events and the arts,
moderated by George Pahamov and sponsored by the Russian Department. At 8
p.m. in the Campus Center Lounge; a reception will follow. In addition, the artists
will be running master classes for ballet students at i ntermed iate-and -above levels
at 5 p.m. and on the 30th at 4 p.m., both In Pern Arch Studio. Interested students
should call x5120 for a place in a class.

Wednesday, October 30
— More "Glasnost Ballet": rehearsal and performance with translator, followed by
a question and answer session. Time as yet unannounced; call x5120 for details.
—Wednesday Night Coffeehouse presents Jeffrey Gaines— "a Bryn Mawr Fave!"—
in the Campus Center Main Lounge.
Thursday, October 31
All Hallow's Eve; wear garlic to ward off evil professors.
— Bryn Mawr Film Series presents An American Werewolf in London, a cinematic
forerunner of Michael Jackson's seminal "Thriller" video. Slake your thirst for blood
harmlessly at 7:45 and 10:00 p.m. in Thomas 110.
— Halloween Coffeehouse: The costumed Extreme Keys, Looney Tunes and
Humtones. See Campus Center for details.
— Halloween on South Street: the annual Pedestrian Parade Costume Contest,
sponsored by PGN (Philadelphia Golf Network? People Going Nuts? Parades for a
Greater Nation? What is it with these acronyms, anyhow? We hope you know what
it stands for. Don't ask us, we just work here.) and South Street businesses. Details
can be had at Copabanana at 4th and South Streets, or you could probably just call
'em up (923-6180).
— American Poetry Center's "A Black Magic Ball": dress as your favorite mythic
creation. (Our suggestion: a happy-go-lucky Mawrter.) At Great Hall University of
the Arts, 320 Broad Street, from 7 to midnight; tickets $10 in advance at A PC, $15 at
the door. There'll be a cash buffet as well. Call 546-1510.
— The Marianne Moore Reading Fund presents Mark Strand, Poet Laureate. Yes,
that seems to mean the Poet Laureate. English majors fire up. At 8 p.m. in the
Goodhart Music Room.
Saturday, November 2
—Halloween Walk-a-Thon for Reproductive Rights, an especially pertinent event in
light of recent Supreme Court developments. Go to this or you may find yourself
buying a one-way ticket to Sweden within five years. Sponsored by the Main Line
chapter of NOW and our own Bi-College Coalition for Reproductive Rights. Registration is at 1230 p.m., Coulter Avenue, Suburban Square (opposite Saladally and
Farmer's Market); walk-a-thon is at 1 p.m. It's a four-mile walk including a "scenic
walk at Haverford College," it says here, ending in a rally at our own C.C.C. at 330
p.m. with a special guest speaker. Wear a costume (there'll be a prize for best
costume) or dress in white or green ("feminist colors," we're told).
Sunday, November 3
—The Haverford-Bryn Mawr (why not Bryn Mawr-Haverford, we'd like to know?!)
Symphony and Vocal Ensembles, of Parents' Day fame, will perform at 3 p.m. at
Marshall.
Tuesday, November 5
—Tom Wilson, who played the infamous Biff in Back To the Future, brings his comedy
to Villanova. Villanova Room, Connelly Center at 8 p.m. Tickets are $5 for students,
$10 for others. For tickets and info, call 645-7280. Proceeds benefit the Brian Morgan
Scholarship Fund— a good cause, no doubt. McFly, your shoe's untied!
Thursday, November 7
— Bryn Mawr Film Series presents The Last Picture Show . And it is, too— for this
calendar of events, at any rate. 352 a.m. and 12 noon on Brecon roof. Naw, we're just
joshin' ya. 7:45 and 10:00 p.m. in beloved Thomas 110, as usual.
—Shakespeare Comedies I: The Student Theatre Company presents As You Like It at
8 p.m. at Marshall. It runs through the 9th, but this is opening night! Woo! Shall we
compare it to a humdinger play? You decide...

This abbreviated "Dates" was made possible by a grant from the Children's Television
Workshop and the slipshod efforts of your arts editors.
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SPORTS GRAPHIC
Fall season wrap up
Soccer
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Photo by Sofya Hat ten

Rugby
This weekend at Fairmount Park in
Philadelphia, the Horn Toads, the bi-co
Women's Rugby team, will play Shippensburg for the Rugby Union Championships, both sides being the best in their
respective regions. If the Horn Toads
win, they will automatically have a ticket
to the Nationals in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. If they do not win, they must play
Princeton to have another chance at a
berth. Come out to Fairmount Park Saturday, October 26, and watch a bunch of
women chant "Blood makes the grass
grow, kill, kill, kill!" on their way to
victory.

PERSONALS
Neda, re. our chat on Sat., check
out that special place in the
periodical room for the latest
update on one of those "is he
really an airhead"-men we were
discussing. And it's here! Idaho,
Friday night? Call me. Lena
Toa brave friend:
So now your mother knows
you've always been who you are,
& girlfriend, we LOVE you for it!
an admirer from across the
way—
"Conversation is the ceremony of
companionship." Here we are.
A few words to B, can you hear
me??? Dancing women on thin
leaves grace my desk asking me
for a reply. Sorry about my oh so
predictable reticence— sending
cosmic vibes to the other side of
the globe has been rough even
for this feathered Fish. You
ought to know, though, BMC's
edges have gotten a lot rougher
since you took off.
WE MISS YOU!
Je f embrasse— EEK
she walks by
sleek and tall she swallows me
with sorrowful black.
Quietly I lose myself
and wait to be discovered
within her playful smile,
found in the darkened room of
her eyes promising wholeness
and warmth;
but I am fragments shattered
as she consumes me blindly sleek
and tall
she passes by.
love me.
hey— roe will accept any and all personals
so reach out and touch someone., send
you r best efforts to the college news care of
campus mail, box c-171 6.

With victories against Misercordia,
Textile, Haverford, and Wilkes among
their most recent, the Bryn Mawr soccer
squad, led by captains Elizabeth Hogan,
Debbie Murphy, and Pearl Tessler, and
by coaches Ray Tharan and Neil Abraham, boast a 6-5 record going into their
last week of the '91-'92 season. This
weekend the team traveled to Wilkes
Barre, Pennsylvania to play Wilkes University, a team who had to celebrate their
homecoming weekend with a loss. The

game was 1-1 at the end of regulation
play, but ended after two 15-minute
periods of overtime in which Debbie
scored for the second time, and Chris
and Kathy contributed another goaleach.
Four more games are scheduled for
this season: the long-awaited alumnae
game this coming Sunday; an away
game on Tuesday; Beaver at home at
4pm on Thursday, and, finally, Notre
Dame on the Bryn Mawr field at 1 pm on
Saturday.

The 1991 Seven Sisters Cross Country Tournament was held at Bryn Mawr
Saturday, October 12..
Photo by Sofya Hatten

As of Oct. 18, BMC Field Hockey's
record was 4—5—2
Photo by Lena Kopelow

Volleyball
Though the team will play no more
home games after their exciting match
against Stockton State on Saturday, it is
worth going the distance to watch this
young team bump, set, and spike. Travel
to Eastern next Tuesday, or drive the 45
minutes to watch them go up against
Ursinus on Thursday. Their last contest
is scheduled for Saturday, October 26 at
the Chesapeake Women's Invitational,
with Piave Pitisci and ThauMi Nguyen
setting in the back row. Despite the loss
of senior captain Sara Rubin and sophomore Amanda Garzon to injury, this is
the team to watch.
Sports shorts wrotten by Vicky Maxon

Singles Going Steady, from Page 10
like T. Rex's "Bang a Gong." Just not as
good.
Tim Dog— "Fuck Compton" Formerly
available only in New York City on 1dunno-what-obscure-label, this minisensation is now being marketed by Ruff
House Records, a division of Columbia
Records, a division of Sony Music Entertainment, Inc., the fearsomely omnivorous Donald Trump of the record industry— and can be had at such cuttingedge record outlets as the Ardmore Sam
Goody (which is where your cuttingedge reviewer bought it). "Fuck Compton" made news and raised expectations
as the first recorded anti-N.W.A anthem
(Tim Dog mentions fellow L.A. rappers
Ice Cube and Ice T in passing, but they're
just appetizers). But though N.W.A
(Niggers With Attitude if you believe
their P.R., Nuckleheads Wanting
Asswhippings to one African-American
female critic) richly deserve to be crazy
dissed, Tim Dog doesn't do so for the reasons you'd hope. N.W.A's Dr. Dre gets a
much-needed trashing for his January
1991 beating of Dee Barnes, petite TV
hostess of the L. A. rap show Pump It Up
, but then Tim Dog retaliates further by
using and abusing singer Michel'le,
whom Dre produces (and, incidentally,
whose big hit, "No More Lies," slammed
macho sleazebags like both N.W.A and
Tim Dog). To wit: "I'm so large I fuck
Michel'le/In the bathroom, we was
bonin'/You should've heard how the
bitch was moanin,'" followed by a mocking imitation of the singer's helium-filled
speaking voice and a dis on her selfevident singing ability. As a hard-boy
rapper of fairly unassailable "masculinity", Tim Dog might actually have made
an impression on some of his hard-boy
listeners if he'd taken this opportunity to
announce that beating women is fuckedup because it's fucked-up, but he obviously thinks beating women is fuckedup merely because if s "wimpy" (i.e.,
because Dre couldn't handle a raging
mass of testosterone like himself and had
to resort to pummeling a bitch). And

although he does slag off N.W.A's "wack
lyrics" and "bullshit tracks," it's finally
clear that the true source of his scorn is
neither their musical decline nor the fact
that they're misogynist fuckheads, but
the fact that they're not Easterners (New
York rappers, in particular, are intensely
paranoid that they might be losing
ground to the recent wave of California
rap upstarts) and thus have an Ice Cube's
chance in hell of ever attaining true
badness ("Come to New York and we'll
see who gets robbed," etc.). "Fightin'
over colors? / All that gang shit's for d umb
motherfuckers!," sez he. Right— and
fighting over regional loyalties is almost
as stupid. The guy's got a distinctive
voice— Chuck D with a South Bronx
accent and a manly sob muffled in his

throat might halfway describe it— and
he's undoubtedly now got a record deal.
Plus he's got his fucked-up street credentials in immaculate order. He'll probably
go far. In fact, he's probably the next
N.W.A.
Vanilla Ice featuring Naomi Campbell—
"Cool As Ice (Everybody Get Loose)" Asa
public figure, Vanilla Ice is probably the
most richly ludicrous presence since Jim
and Tammy Bakker; his entertainment
value derives not from any product he
might happen to generate but from his
status as an unbelievably self-deluded
damfool, and one wishes that America's
celebrity-bashing urges were always so
well-matched with their targets (why not,
for example, Michael Bolton, in some
respects the singing equivalent of Vanilla Ice? Not ridiculous enough yet, I
suppose, although picking up The
Donald's romantic slack is a beginning).

As a rapper, he's somewhat abler than
people give him credit for being— he's
certainly competent, although his voice
do^s betray the occasional hint of weenie, and were you to encounter this perfectly decent track on the radio without
realizing who it was you'd probably like
it fine. Seeing as Ice is probably about
twelve minutes into his allotted fifteen,
though, the real story here may be
Campbell, who's a supermodel the way
Whitney Houston never was, who's already fostered pop connections by appearing in two videos (Aretha Franklin's
"Everyday People" and George Michael's
supermodel-overrun "Freedom '90") and
who's had pop-star grooming services
practically dumped in her lap since
someone heard her singing during a
photo shoot. For anyone perversely interested in the ever-increasing enroachment by the sickenihgly beautiful into all
professions even vaguely glamorous or
desirable (begging for a job at the Village
Voice or somewhere after graduation, I
fully expect to be told, "We're sorry, that
post has just been filled by Claudia Schiffer"), the marketing of Naomi Campbell
is worth watching. One's initial impression is that, in getting her paired with Vanilla Ice, her gurus were opting for the
notoriety sell over the legitimacy sell
(surely they could've gotten notorious
P.Y.T. fan Prince to write her a song, for
instance), and that her singing career is
accordilLngly shot to hell already. But
in fact the vivacious vocal fills she provides are the high points of the record
(the cassette single contains one successful mix with just her and no Vanilla Ice at
all). She's not Aretha or even Whitney
Houston, but she sings sweet and clear
enough that people might not blame her
for the company she presently keeps—
in fact, when people match her face to her
voice, they'll fall over themselves in the
rush to forgive her. If you see the same
face on simultaneous covers of Elle and
Rolling Stone in three years, slightly preposterous though it may seem now, don't
say you weren't warned.

